
India's Leading Learning
Experiences Platform 



About
Book A Workshop is India's largest platform for

learning experiences. We have the largest collection
of DIY kits, with over 40 different kits to choose from.
Each kit comes with a video tutorial that helps you

execute the kit. We are the only company in India to
have such an array of kits which are delivered to

your doorstep along with a tutorial. 

https://bookaworkshop.in/


Interest

Research shows that humans are
motivated to learn because of

On an average,
humans have 2 to 8
interests in a lifetime.
This could pertain to
their personal life, work
life, aspirations,
inspirations, etc.     

Expert Experience
It is proven that you
tend to learn or want to
learn from the person
who you like, respect
and admire! It also
ensures getting first-
hand knowledge and
industry insight. 

Learning in a way that
is exciting has proven
to motivate a person to
learn new things
consistently. 

three major reasons: 



What We Do?
We help people explore their interests or discover

new ones by creating unique and exciting
learning experiences with experts and celebrities

from all over the world! 



What
interests
you? 
Interest-Based Learning



Who do
you
admire? 
Expert-Led Learning



How do
you like to
learn?
Experience-Led Learning



Flips
Learning
Experiences

These are 'Netflix-like'
recorded workshop
series on various
topics, delivered by
experts.

These are kit-led
workshops with a
recorded tutorial video
that is delivered to
your doorstep. 

These are workshops
hosted real-time on
zoom or in-person, 
by experts and
celebrities.

This experience
enables you to learn 
 what you want
through various series
of free videos!  

Listen to your
favourite expert talk
about industry
insights, their
opinions, ideas, etc. 

Read blogs, explore
guides and start
flipping through some
interesting reads! 

https://bookaworkshop.in/workshop-in-a-box/
https://bookaworkshop.in/recorded-workshops/
https://bookaworkshop.in/live-workshop/
https://bookaworkshop.in/podcasts/
https://bookaworkshop.in/baw-tv/


What We 
Aim To Do?

Humans were once the most fragile beings on this
planet, struggling to survive amongst the greater beings.

It is the power of learning and adaptability that got
them to where they are today- the supreme race!

 
We aim to grow and become a platform that enables

people to learn and grow into their true potential,
creating well-rounded human beings with the urge to be

better! 



Highlights

20K+

300+

Learner
Community 

Experts

10K+
Learning
Hours
Delivered

200+
Global
Cities
Reached



Featured In



Start Learning!


